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CASE STUDIES – TAXIDERMY and HABITAT GROUPS  
 
 
Case Study 1 
 
A Museum is proud of its dioramas 
 

 
 
“The habitat dioramas are among the greatest treasures of the American 
Museum of Natural History. Perhaps nothing embodies the spirit and mission of 
the museum so completely as these painstakingly created, lifelike habitat 
displays which are recognized internationally as superb examples of the fusion 
of art and science. They set out to educate us about nature and science, and to 
engender feelings of wonder in – and stewardship of – the natural world. 
And they succeed brillantly.”  [Foreword, p. 6] 
 
http://www.amnh.org/exhibitions/dioramas/gallery/

Quinn, Stephen C. (2006)  
Windows on Nature: The Great 
Habitat Dioramas of the American 
Museum of Natural History 
Harry N Abrams Inc, USA, 179 p. 
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Case Study 2 
 
A Museum is protecting its dioramas 
 
On a recent visit to the Museum für Naturkund in Berlin I was pleased to note that 
in the main entrance of the museum was the following statement: 
 
“Einzigartige, teilweise unter Denkmalschutz stehende Dioramen ermöglichen 
einen Einblick in die natürliche Umgebung unserer einheimischen Tierwelt.“  
 
This statement was also translated into English as follows:   
 
“Unique dioramas, some of which are protected due to their historical value, give 
you an idea of the natural environment of some of our native animals.” 
 
 

 
 
“The big dioramas showing the fauna of the Bavarian Alps and an Icelandic bird colony were built 
from 1918 to 1925. They were among the first biological dioramas designed in this size. Revealing 
both history and biology, they still offer a unique insight into the ecology of the species displayed.” 
[http://www.naturkundemuseum-berlin.de/auss/sehwert/tieralpe.asp?lang=1  ] 
 
I congratulate the Museum für Naturkunde in Berlin for this enlightened stance 
which has resulted in the protection of at least some of the museums historical 
dioramas.  
 
Adrian Norris 
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Case Study 3 
 
A Museum is reusing taxidermy in new installation of dioramas 
 
A recent visit to the Überseemuseum in Bremen with a group of museum 
professionals from ICOM-Europe and ICOM-Arab, proved to be both a pleasant 
surprise and a revelation to many of the participants. Personally, I have argued the 
case for integrating the natural sciences with various other subject specialisms 
within museum galleries for many years, as I felt that this would enhance each 
subject area, but colleagues usually turned decidedly deaf when such seemingly 
revolutionary ideas were advanced. 
 
The director and staff who developed the interdisciplinary displays, in particular 
the natural history - ethnographic displays, within the Überseemuseum in Bremen, 
should be congratulated for their very intelligent approach to the integration of 
some historic natural history dioramas with the world cultures from which the 
animals and birds etc. originated. Although a number of the diorama’s created by 
Carl Bartels and Erich Böttcher are no longer on display (but stored away), others 
have been adapted and some have even been recreated. A great deal of 
thought, and a great deal of care, has been taken to develop appropriate 
themes around some of the fixed dioramas. A large case containing a Bengal 
Tiger, which is about to attempt to catch a peacock, a rather unlikely scenario, is 
placed in the context of the demand for parts of such exotic animals as both 
aphrodisiacs and as medicines in some eastern cultures. 
 

 
 
Similarly, the addition of a few props and a figure dressed in native costume has 
changed the diorama containing a llama into a statement about life in the 
mountains of Peru. This has added value to the diorama without taking anything 
away from the taxidermist’s original display ideas and techniques. Throughout the 
galleries, plants and animals have been included, ranging in size from the 
American Bison or Buffalo complete with teepee and warriors, one of which is on 
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horseback, to the frogs, snakes, rats and mice associated with various crops in 
many parts of the world. 
 

 
 
Collections of fish traps have been set within displays containing mounted fish and 
various animals and birds have been displayed within exhibition cases containing 
native items which are made from animal skins, bones, feathers, quills etc.  
 
The section on Oceania also describes the effect that waves of colonisation have 
had on the various isolated animal and plant communities found in the area, 
many of which, like the Thylacene or Tasmanian Tiger, could not compete with the 
destructive nature of mankind and the many other animals, both domestic and 
wild, which followed man’s exploration and settlement of the Pacific.  
 
 
A visit to the Uberseemuseum in Bremen should be a compulsory requirement for 
any museum designer who tenders for a contract to create new gallery displays 
within museums. Many museums have various differing departmental collections 
which, often include the natural history collections, are unloved and ignored but 
which, with a little thought, can help to develop gallery spaces into areas 
containing diverse, object-rich and intelligently thought-out displays.  
 
Adrian Norris 
 
Überseemuseum:  http://www.uebersee-museum.de/
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Case Study 4 
 
A Museum is dismantling its habitat dioramas 

It is very difficult to draw a line between those items which are purely of natural 
history interest, and those of cultural interest, cultural history interest, historical or 
artistic interest, when we deal with taxidermy in museums. The same object or 
group of specimens may fall into several of these categories and thus care should 
be taken over categorising what, to some, are of little interest but to others are 
very valuable treasures.  

 

I started my professional training in the field of museum taxidermy half a century 
ago and have seen much of what happens within natural history museums in 
various parts of the world. Too often much has been a disaster and this has to stop! 

A great deal of exhibition material, often of great value, has been destroyed in the 
name of modernisation. Museum directors in many parts of the world are often 
appointed (some would say too often) only on their scientific competence, and 
often without any museological knowledge at all. Each successor also appears to 
need to be seen making his or her mark, by changing things, and thus justifying 
their posts. 

I started my professional training in the school holidays at one of Europe’s greatest 
natural history museums in a country that had played, in earlier times, a very great 
role in discovering many of the geographical and natural wonders of the world, 
making many scientific discoveries and helping to establish its role in the history of 
natural history. I spent days and days admiring stuffed animals acquired by kings 
and princes and others brought back by explorers such as the pupils of the famous 
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taxonomist Linnaeus, or other famous travellers that I had read about. These were 
pioneers of the historical discoveries of many parts of the world. Many background 
paintings and habitat dioramas were created by artists who later became very 
famous. Often, specimens had been mounted by very famous taxidermists, who 
had been pioneers in developing the Art of Taxidermy. 

 

 

A couple of decades ago, that museum was modernised. The country was then 
ruled by a quite radical socialist government and it was said that “we don’t need 
those items which are just the heritage of the upper class, the castle dwellers!” As 
a result, substantial parts of the country’s history were then destroyed. One 
hundred and fifty year old, but still beautiful, giraffes in a habitat diorama were 
tipped over, broken and taken to the garbage-dump! They had been brought to 
the museum by one of the country’s most famous travellers and hunters! The 
habitat diorama itself was a piece of art.  

The taxidermist told me how he had saved old rhino heads, carrying them away 
on his shoulder, in front of the other men carrying pieces out of the museum for 
their last trip to the garbage-dump. A great part of that country’s history was lost in 
that way. 

 

The diorames documented by these images were completely disassembled and 
no longer exist.  
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I have seen several other museums being “modernised” in the same way and, to 
my knowledge, three others are undergoing the same destructive modernisation 
at the present time. 

 

When fire, earthquakes and wars destroy the world’s historical and cultural 
heritage, it might not be possible to do anything, but when that destruction is 
undertaken by the very people employed as guardians of our heritage, then it is a 
criminal act and we must all despair for the future of our collections. It is especially 
difficult to understand the fact that those causing the disastrous damage call 
themselves scientists when, due to a lack of scientific and historical rigour, they 
burn or otherwise destroy historical evidence of for example, increasing or 
decreasing pollution of the environment, both through the destruction of 
irreplaceable specimens and the context in which they were displayed.  

Stuffed animals are not just old stuffed animals 
they have an important story to tell ! 

Eirik Granqvist 
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Case Study 5 
 
A Museum is renting out taxidermy 
 
Rare and Scientifically Important taxidermy dismissed as “useless”. 
 
At Kiasma, the Museum of Contemporary Art, in Helsinki (Finland), part of the Finish 
National Gallery, the current exhibition “Ars 06 – Sense of the Real” includes a 
creation called “Swan Lake” (Joutsenlampi, Svansjön).  
 
The Kiasma website [http://typo.kiasma.fi/index.php?id=493&L=1&FL=1 (15.06.2006)] 
describes the installation as follows: 
 
 “The installation by the Swiss artist couple Gerda Steiner and Jörg Lenzlinger 
consist of natural materials gathered by the artists, such as twigs, plants and roots. 
Together with junk, industrial waste and other manmade materials, they form a 
strangely beautiful wonderland. 
 
The works of the couple are always linked to the history, stories and myths of each 
exhibition location. The main character in the work SwanLake to be seen in the 
ARS 06 exhibition is a whooper swan, which in Finnlsh mythology guarded the River 
of Tuonela, the realm of death. Swans fly over the Kiasma lobby towards the 
southern end of the building. There they meet the group of animals clad in white 
and gathering around a pond. The pond is surrounded by junk and waste. Over 
the black pond made of motor oil hang clouds made of plants.” 
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But from where does the taxidermy art come? 
 
The white sheep in the installation are mounted by the former Chief 
Taxidermist/Conservator of the Finish Museum of Natural History. This “taxidermists 
art work” was created by him for exhibition within the Zoological Museum, 
University of Helsinki in 1984, 22 years before they were used for this installation. The 
arctic hare was part of a special diorama in the same museum, which now no 
longer exists. 
 
The original artist is not acknowledged for his contribution and "Kiasma" refuses to 
mention his name, and is supported in this stance by the Finish Museum of Natural 
History, in contradiction to existing Finish law. The refusal by "Kiasma" is motivated 
by the fact that it is now a new work of art and the Finish Museum of Natural 
History states that they have loaned out “useless” material for which they have 
legal ownership.  
 
Ownership does not abolish the artists copyright in any country! Neither does a 
new installation abolish the artists’ rights of his name to the original work. 
 
If we examine the specimens more closely, we find that the white sheep are the 
rare Dall-sheep (Ovis dalli) collected in Alaska for exhibition within the Zoological 
Museum of the University of Helsinki, now called the Finish Museum of Natural 
History. The specimen was collected in 1982 by me, (Eirik Granqvist) and Lars 
Ahlström on a collecting expedition sponsored by the enterprise Oy Ahlstrom Ab as 
a gift to the University of Helsinki. The collecting license was an official state-gift 
from the state of Alaska, in the USA to the Republic of Finland and the specimen 
was intended for educational use only! 
 

 

Mr Lars Ahlström with the female dall-
sheep shot high up in the mountains 
during a difficult and adventurous old-
style expedition in 1982. 
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The male dall-sheep shot in the great wilderness of the mountains and the skin, bones and meat 
had to be carried back as backpack many kilometres to our camp over two days, in the 
meantime the meat and bones where covered by stones to prevent them from scavengers.  
 
 
 

 
The skinning, measuring and taking care of the meat was very difficult and dangerous on the 
mountain-slope. 

 
 
 
 
The sheep where sculpted and the taxidermy was made by Eirik Granqvist in 
1984 and they where exposed in a special showcase at the museum until being 
taken away in 2005. 
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Casting of the sculpted 
body of the male dall-
sheep. 

 
 

 

The diorama with the arctic hare 
was build 1974 and disassembled 
in 2005. 
 

 
Although we do not wish to restrict the opportunity of other artists creating original 
works of art. Careful thought should be required of all parties before rare and 
valuable natural history material is used in these contexts particularly if the original 
artist/taxidermists are to be treated in this apparent offhand manor. The original 
collectors, conservators and taxidermists are part of the history of the specimens 
and thus part of the Intangible Heritage of the museum and its collections. 
 
The ICOM Code of Ethics states: 
 
 “Museums preserve, interpret and promote the natural and cultural inheritance of 
humanity  
Museums are responsible for the tangible and intangible natural and cultural 
heritage. Governing bodies and those concerned with the strategic direction and 
oversight of museums have a primary responsibility to protect and promote this 
heritage as well as the human, physical and financial resources made available 
for that purpose.” 
 
Eirik Granqvist 
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Case Study 6 
 
A Museum is preserving its unique historic dioramas 
 

 
 

Part of the 
biogeographical 
diorama on 
SouthAsia,  
built in 1906  by 
Gottlieb von Koch,  
at the  
Hessian State 
Museum  
in Darmstadt, 
Germany. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Eirik Granqvist and 
Adrian Norris visit the 
historic dioramas in 
Darrmstadt during our 
working session  
(June 12-14) 
for this newsletter. 

Hessian State Museum, Darmstadt    http://www.hlmd.de
 
 
 

ICOM-NATHIST – working group on the ART of TAXIDERMY (newsletter taxidermy 2) 
Responsible chairperson: 
 

Adrian Norris, 17, West Park Drive, Leeds, LS16 5SL, U.K. 
E-mail adrianXnorris@aol.com  
 

Eirik Granqvist, Ritabackavägen 60, FIN-06200 Borgå, Finland 
E-mail eirik.granqvist@elisanet.fi  
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